
 

 

Leifsdottir is a young designer collection by Finland native Johanna Uurasjarvi. Meaning “daughter of Leif,” 

Leifsdottir illuminates the Scandinavian custom of inheriting your father’s name as your surname at birth. It is this 

sense of tradition and authenticity that is reflected in each and every Leifsdottir collection. In the words of Uurasjarvi, 

“No matter how modern our designs, they are always in some way a reflection of the past.” 

 

Leifsdottir expresses its appreciation for the past by using antique-inspired buttons and trims, in addition to old-world 

tailoring techniques and fabrics. Juxtaposing this are artistic, modern twists like abstract photographic prints, 

unexpected color combinations, and uniquely draped silhouettes and proportions. This aesthetic tension results in 

timeless wardrobe keepsakes that appear to be made, rather than manufactured.  

 

Each season, Uurasjarvi crafts an evocative narrative from which she and her team derive inspiration. These stories 

reflect everything from her recent travels or a magical fairytale to the lives of artists and heroines. Says Uurasjarvi, 

“We get very inspired by our stories and want to offer this same inspiration to our customers.” 

 

In the eyes of Uurasjarvi, the Leifsdottir customer is hip, optimistic, curious, and cultured. She is a modern woman, 

who wants to look pretty and polished, while showing off her personality. Because of this, she is drawn to the charm 

and soul of Leifsdottir. 

 
 
 
 

www.leifsdottir.com 









There was a woman
A girl at heart

Named after her grandfather
Leifsdottir

She was happy, optimistic
Yet sometimes angry, mad

Even sad…
But mostly optimistic

She enjoyed life
Made a friend
Shared a smile
Kept life sweet

She had imagination
BIG imagination

She loved to tell a story
Hear a story

Fairytale, magical and fun
Dream and real sometimes one

She was curious
Loved an adventure

Place a new
Culture, country

She was not afraid
To take a risk

Make a statement
Or just have fun

 

Art
Was in her heart
Music
Color
Pattern, print
Elements that make one think

She loved things old
And full of soul
With hidden stories, memories
She liked things to last
Friendships and her dresses
Not thrown away, just get better

Her house, no surprise
Gallery of treasures
Upside down at times
But always right for her

Like feeling butterflies
Dressing up was magic
Being creative and inspired
Unique, personal, never tired
Dressmaker detail, stitch
Silhouette, artistic chic

Finest fabric, soft and lux
Vintage button, extra touch
Mix and contrast, always fun
Hat, bag and shoe, nicely done
Bold color and a statement print
Unexpected with playful hint
Leifsdottir, the…beginning

o n c e  u p o n …







 
 

Sarah Jessica Parker Takes Manhattan 
 

 
Posted on Sep 06, 2009 @ 11:04AM    

 

Even when she has a day off from shooting her big screen Sex and the City sequel, Sarah Jessica Parker knows how 
to rock it out, fashion-wise.  The new mom to twins met a friend for lunch in Manhattan Saturday afternoon and made 
a very Carrie Bradshaw-like statement with her shoes and bag. 

SJP and rest of the girls plus Mr. Big, Chris Noth, have been drawing huge crowds as they shoot on the streets of 
Manhattan.   

The movie will be out in the Spring. 

 




